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Artificial intelligence-assisted drug repurposing
via ‘‘chemical-induced gene expression ranking’’
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Drug repurposing using artificial intelligence algorithms is a powerful technique that leverages existing data-
sets to find new medical applications for approved drugs. Pham et al. developed CIGER, a deep learning
framework to overcome unreliable data in the datasets and present repositioned drugs against pancreatic
cancer.
Drug development is a time-intensive pro-

cess, and many challenges are exacer-

bated by high attrition rates and high

financial costs. Drug repurposing, also

known as drug repositioning, represents

a strategy to manage the difficulties of

traditional drug development through the

redeployment of drugs with established

records of safety and efficacy. In this

strategy, new indications are developed

through the identification of novel effects

of approved drugs.1 While the use of

approved drugs has clear benefits, the

discovery of these novel effects requires

the deployment of sophisticated

techniques.

Conventional methods for identifying

potential drugs to be repositioned or for

identifying new targets include experi-

mental approaches, such as protein af-

finity chromatography. However, in vitro

and in vivo approaches can be expensive

and time consuming. Therefore, in silico

methods of drug repurposing are consid-

ered promising strategies for target iden-

tification. In silico drug repurposing in-

volves bioinformatic analyses of public

datasets to systematically identify inter-

action networks that link drugs with po-

tential targets. This approach has had

some preliminary success because of

the recent accumulation of large

amounts of relevant data regarding pro-

tein structures, genomics, transcriptom-

ics, proteomics, and pharmacophores,

along with advancements in bio-

informatic tools and computational sci-

ence. These new bioinformatic tech-

niques have proven to be particularly

useful in the systematic identification of

drug-target interaction networks, espe-

cially via the analysis of gene expression
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profiles using large existing public

datasets.2,3

The effectiveness of this approach is

limited by several problems with currently

available datasets. First, despite the

comprehensive coverage of chemical in-

formation such as concentrations of

chemicals and cell lines used in treatment

experiments and gene expression pat-

terns, key information is frequently

missing from existing datasets. Second,

gene expression data tend to be quite

noisy due to experimental limitations.

To address these issues, Pham et al.

developed chemical-induced gene

expression ranking (CIGER): a neural

network-based algorithm to predict the

ranking of genes in gene expression pro-

files that would be produced upon the

treatment of cells with chemical agents.4

To predict the ranking of genes, CIGER

leverages publicly available data and in-

formation regarding biologically relevant

entities, including chemicals, cell lines,

and genes.

As a proof of concept, Pham et al. em-

ployed CIGER to conduct a drug repur-

posing screen for pancreatic cancer, one

of the leading causes of cancer-related

deaths worldwide. This screen was based

on the concept that treatment with effec-

tive drugs for particular diseases should

lead to similar gene expression patterns.

Therefore, drugs that may be applied to

pancreatic cancer can be identified solely

based on their initiation of favorable gene

expression patterns.

In order to identify drugs to repurpose

for use in pancreatic cancer, Pham et al.

first trained CIGER with the LINCS L1000

dataset. This dataset arose from a Na-

tional Institutes of Health project in which
Patte
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with over 50,000 chemicals, leading to

the generation of more than 1,000,000

gene expression profiles that were used

to identify relationships between gene

expression profiles and molecular

structures. Next, molecular structures

were retrieved from the DrugBank

database, which focuses on drug infor-

mation that includes interactions, phar-

macology, chemical structures, targets,

and metabolism (https://go.drugbank.

com/). These structures were entered

into CIGER to predict the gene expres-

sion profiles that likely would correspond

with the chemical structures. These pro-

files were compared with treatment pro-

files calculated from untreated samples

with the target disease and those treated

with bona fide drugs. CIGER then identi-

fied chemicals in DrugBank whose pre-

dicted gene expression patterns most

closely matched those in treated

samples.

Using this approach, Pham et al. identi-

fied several drug candidates for pancre-

atic cancer based on similarities in the

rank orders of the gene expression pro-

files of pancreatic cancer cell lines treated

with both metformin and vitamin C. This

combination has been reported to sup-

press the progression of pancreatic

ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) by

restoring the activity of TET2 and

GATA6.5 Similar to this work with CIGER,

Zhu et al. also demonstrated a deep

learning-based efficacy prediction sys-

tem that identifies drug candidates by us-

ing changes in gene expression profiles

in the diseased state from the LINCS

L1000 dataset and gene set enrichment

analysis.6
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Thus, because of its capability of pre-

dicting rankings in chemical-induced

gene expression profiles using only

chemical structures, CIGER opens up

new possibilities for gene expression-

based drug repurposing screens. Most

significantly, CIGER has the potential to

identify repositioned drugs for which

expression data are not available.

Furthermore, it should be noted that this

approach can readily be applied for

finding treatments for multiple disease

states, not only malignancies.

Recently, a new artificial intelligence

(AI)-based drug discovery platform,

‘‘lead identification with a graph-

ensemble network for arbitrary targets

by harnessing only underlying primary

sequence’’ (LIGHTHOUSE) has been

developed.7 This algorithm is a deep

learning mechanism that can predict the

ability of chemicals to interact with pro-

teins in the absence of structural informa-

tion through the use of the search tool for

interactions of chemicals (STITCH) data-

set.8 This dataset aggregates experi-

mental data with predictive datasets

from several algorithms that analyze pro-

tein-protein and protein-chemical interac-

tions. LIGHTHOUSE has the potential to

facilitate the identification of drug candi-

dates for target proteins from a huge

chemical space based only on the primary

structures of target proteins.

In addition to potentially identifying re-

positioned drugs, AI could be applied to

drug development by targeting genetic

alterations. The KRAS gene is a represen-

tative oncogenic driver gene in human

cancers.9 Specifically, KRAS mutations

are found in approximately 90% of
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PDAC cases, and the G12D mutation in

the KRAS protein is the dominant mutant

subtype.10 The high prevalence of gene

alterations and their importance in tumor

progression makes targeting them an

attractive cancer therapy. AI-based drug

development could pave the way for pre-

cision oncology by targeting genetic alter-

ations in driver genes.

Drug repurposing is a rational approach

to the development of medical treatments

and saves both time and monetary costs,

though it should be recognized that there

are multiple practical limitations, espe-

cially regarding intellectual property rights

and commercial considerations. Large

and sophisticated datasets that integrate

multiple sources of information about

drug structures and interactions are

needed in order to improve the perfor-

mance of in silico approaches to drug re-

purposing, especially those utilizing AI

algorithms.
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